A single-stranded region located downstream of the repeated sequence in the ori region of pSC101 is required for binding of the Rep protein in vitro.
Purified replication initiator protein (Rep) of plasmid pSC101 binds preferentially to two inverted repeats (IR) overlapping the promoter of its own structure gene, rep. However, the protein has much lower binding affinity for directly repeated (DR) sequences in the replication origin (ori) that are similar to the symmetric sequences. Exonuclease III (exo III) promotes in vitro binding of Rep to the origin repeats. In the present studies, DNA containing the DR sequences was degraded unidirectionally by exo III and then formed a complex with Rep. Analyses of DNA from the complex revealed that Rep bound to the DR sequences only when the degradation proceeded from the 3' end proximal to IR to the DR sequences, resulting in conversion of the duplex structure in a specific downstream region of DR into the single-stranded form. The degradation in the opposite direction had no effect on binding of Rep. These results suggest that a localized structural change of DNA adjacent to DR is required for Rep binding to double-stranded DR sequences. By contrast, exo III strikingly inhibited binding of Rep to DNA containing the IR sequences by introducing a single-stranded moiety into duplex IR sequences.